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Introduction

1.1 Purpose of this Report 

The purpose of this report is to 1) identify the written comments received on the Mendocino Council 
of Governments (MCOG) Covelo State Route 162 Corridor Multi-Purpose Trail Project (project) 
Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (ISMND); 2) provide an errata sheet with minor 
changes/additions to the ISMND; and 3) provide responses to written comments received on the 
ISMND. 

1.2 Environmental Review Process 

The project ISMND was circulated for 30 days between October 18, 2017 and November 16, 2017. 
Two comment letters were received on the circulated ISMND. CEQA requires lead agencies to 
consider the Negative Declaration, together with any comments received, before approving the 
project (Public Resources Code [PRC] Section 21091 (f), CEQA Guidelines Section 15074). Lead 
agencies are not required to prepare formal responses to comments on the proposed Negative 
Declaration; however, MCOG has prepared this report to respond to comments received on the 
ISMND for the project.  It is not necessary to recirculate the ISMD nor this response to comments, 
nor to consider an alternative form of environmental documentation as the process followed 
complies with the CEQA Guidelines. The Lead Agency may consider the comments received and 
the information in this report and consider formal adoption of this document and a preferred project.  

1.3 Document Organization of the Final EIR  

This report is organized into the following chapters: 

Chapter 1 – Introduction. This chapter discusses the purpose, CEQA process, and organization of 
this report. 

Chapter 2 – Errata. This chapter includes minor changes/additions to the ISMND. 

Chapter 3 – Comments and Responses. This chapter contains reproductions of the two letters 
received on the ISMND, and responses to those comments. The responses to each comment are 
keyed to the comments preceding them. 
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Errata 

The following changes to the ISMND are proposed. Additions to the ISMND text are underlined and 
deletions are in double-strikethrough text. 

2.1 ISMND page 3-14, Mitigation Measure BIO-1 

Mitigation Measure BIO-1: Conduct Seasonally Appropriate Pre-construction Plant 
Surveys  

 MCOG will ensure that if the Alternative 2 trail alignment, east section, is chosen, that 
seasonally appropriate pre-project plant surveys shall be conducted during the 
seasonally-appropriate window when target plant species are in bloom, during 2018 
spring/summer, or at a minimum, one yearsufficiently prior to the planned construction 
window so as to allow adequate time for seed collection for plant propagation and/or 
plant translocation, if sensitive plant species are found. 

 If sensitive plant species are documented within the project footprint or temporary 
construction impact area for Alternative 2 and cannot be avoided, a species-specific 
Sensitive Species Mitigation Plan (SSMP) will be developed in the year prior to 
construction and submitted to CDFW for consideration. The plan will include species-
specific measures for plant relocation, seed collection, and/or nursery plant 
propagation, replanting and monitoring. The SSMP will designate an appropriate site(s) 
for planting for mitigation to occur for sensitive plants as mitigation for impacts, either 
along the linear project corridor or at a nearby location. The SSMP will document 
suitable conditions for species-specific plant requirements at the mitigation site(s). The 
SSMP will provide a monitoring approach for no net loss of plant species within three 
years of implementation of the mitigation plan. 

 The results of the plant survey are generally considered valid for up to two to three 
years depending on the potential plant species present. Surveys should be updated or 
preconstruction surveys utilized, if the project is not implemented prior to the current 
survey results expiring. Given the generally low quality habitat for sensitive-listed plant 
species in the project footprint and temporary impact areas, preconstruction surveys are 
not proposed within the Alternative 1 PSB if construction related project clearing 
activities are construction is conducted prior to the end of 2020, which is within three 
years of to expiration of the original botanical survey conducted in June 2017., 
construction occurring by 2020. 

 MCOG will work with CDFW through the incidental take process to determine if a viable 
Milo baker’s lupine seedbank is present within the project area. If a viable seed bank is 
identified, the location shall be evaluated by a qualified botanist and a recommendation 
for further action developed. Further action could include avoidance, recovery, or 
another method recommended by the botanist. 
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2.2 ISMND page 3-16, Mitigation Measure BIO-2: 

Mitigation Measure BIO-2: Survey and (if necessary) Relocation of Sensitive 
Amphibian Species 

MCOG shall ensure that preconstruction surveys for sensitive or Candidate listed amphibian 
species (such as the Foothill Yellow-legged Frog, depending on listing status at time of project 
implementation) shall be conducted in 2018 in appropriate habitat within vegetated areas of 
the project footprint, culverts within the project footprint, and below the top of bank of Mill 
Creek within the project footprint and within a minimum 200 foot radius (where accessible) of 
pile driving locations, by a qualified biologist during the breeding season in April within 24 
hours prior to the onset of vegetation clearing or ground disturbing work. Sensitive-listed 
amphibian species observed, if any, shall be relocated immediately prior to construction 
outside of the project impact area to nearby species-specific suitable and accessible habitat. If 
Foothill Yellow-legged Frog are listed under CESA prior to construction at the time of survey 
then an Incidental Take Permit shall be prepared and submitted to the CDFW. 

2.3 ISMND page 3-16, Mitigation Measure BIO-3: Conduct Bat and 
Bird Surveys for Protected Avian Species 

Mitigation Measure BIO-3: Conduct Bird Surveys for Protected Avian Species 

1. MCOG shall ensure that seasonal avoidance of the March 15 – August 15 nesting 
season will be utilized when feasible, to avoid impacts to native bird species protected 
under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act that may be present within the project footprint or 
adjacent area during construction. Clearing of shrubs or other vegetation, if necessary 
for construction or maintenance, shall be conducted if possible during the fall and/or 
winter months from August 16 to March 14th, outside of the active nesting season. If 
vegetation removal or ground disturbance cannot be confined to work during the non-
breeding season, the MCOG shall have a qualified biologist conduct preconstruction 
surveys within the vicinity of the impact area, to check for nesting activity of native birds 
and to evaluate the site for presence of raptors and special-status bird species. The 
biologist shall conduct a minimum of one day preconstruction survey within the 7-day 
period prior to vegetation removal and ground-disturbing activities. If ground 
disturbance and vegetation removal work lapses for seven days or longer during the 
breeding season, a qualified biologist shall conduct a supplemental avian 
preconstruction survey before project work is reinitiated. 

2. If active nests are detected within the construction footprint or within 500 feet of 
construction activities, the biologist shall have locations flagged that are supporting 
breeding, and MCOG will not begin ground disturbing work or vegetation removal inside 
the project avian buffers until the youngnests have fledged. Construction activities shall 
avoid nest sites until the biologist determines that the young have fledged or nesting 
activity has ceased. If nests are documented outside of the construction (disturbance) 
footprint, but within 500 feet of the construction area, buffers will be implemented as 
needed. In general, the buffer size for common species would be determined on a case-
by-case basis in consultation with the CDFW. The buffer size for sensitive species 
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would be 300 feet, and the buffer size for raptors would be 500 feet, if deemed 
appropriate in coordination with the CDFW. 

3. Buffer sizes will take into account factors such as (1) noise and human disturbance 
levels at the construction site at the time of the survey and the noise and disturbance 
expected during the construction activity; (2) distance and amount of vegetation or other 
screening between the construction site and the nest; and (3) sensitivity of individual 
nesting species and behaviors of the nesting birds. The survey results will be reported 
to the CDFW prior to the commencement of construction activities. 

4. A bat survey will be conducted during the spring or summer prior to construction, with 
emphasis on the proposed crossing of Mill Creek and any areas where oaks may be 
disturbed. Surveys will be conducted by a qualified biologist and will include at a 
minimum a visual inspection of the underside of the existing SR 162 bridge over Mill 
Creek and any large oaks with cavities or loose bark. If bats are located, an attempt will 
be made to identify the species either visually or acoustically. If the presence of a bat 
maternity colony or roost is confirmed, no pile driving or other activity generating 
significant noise will occur within 300 feet of the roost from April 1 through August 15 or 
until young have dispersed. 

2.4 ISMND page 3-19, Mitigation Measure BIO-5: Protection and 
Replacement of Oak Trees 

Mitigation Measure BIO-5: Protection and Replacement of Oak Trees 

MCOG will ensure that the following measures will be taken to reduce potential impacts to oak 
trees: 

Impacts to oak trees from construction and long-term operation will be calculated at the 
drip line (combines direct impacts to trunks and potential indirect impacts within the drip 
line). An arborist or biologist will conduct a tree survey prior to construction within areas 
where direct or indirect impacts to oaks are anticipated. The arborist or biologist will 
document tree species and dbh of all oaks with canopy or trunks within the impact area, 
with an impact defined as ground disturbance or compaction within the dripline. Project 
mitigation for direct and indirect impacts will be calculated as follows:  

– <12 inch dbh will provide minimum of 31:1 mitigation ratio 

– 12-18 inch dbh will provide minimum of 41.5:1 mitigation ratio 

– >18 inch dbh will provide minimum of 52:1 mitigation ratio 

The replacement species composition and exact final number of trees to be planted at the 
mitigation area shall be subject to approval by CDFW. Although the project site has sufficient 
area to accommodate the required tree mitigation, alternative sites may be considered 
including local parks or schools or installation of trees on adjacent properties for screening 
purposes to the satisfaction of CDFW, Caltrans, the MCOG, and relevant property owners. 

A Habitat Mitigation Plan (HMP) will be prepared that provides a description of the mitigation 
site, site selection criteria, and appropriate conditions of oak growth, plant propagation 
methods, acorn collection if any, implementation, maintenance, and monitoring, to be 
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submitted to CDFW for consideration. The HMP will describe whether overplanting is 
recommended to allow for mitigation ratios to be achieved. 
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Comments and Responses 

3.1 Comments Received 

During the public comment period for the ISMND, the MCOG received two comment letters. A list of 
the comment letters and comments received is shown below in Table 3-1 (either by 
agency/organization or last name of the individual). Comment letters received on the ISMND and 
included in this report are numbered alphabetically starting with “A” through “B.” Comments are 
alphabetized in the order in which they were received by the MCOG.  

Comments which do not raise environmental issues or comment on the adequacy of the ISMND, 
but merely provide information or general support for/opposition to the project, will receive 
“comment noted” in the response. 

Table 3-1 Comments Received on the ISMND 

Letter Agency/Organization Last Name First Name Letter Date 

A Neary and O’Brien Neary Christopher November 15, 2017 

B
California Department of Fish 
and Wildlife Babcock Curt November 16, 2017 







A-3
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Letter A – Response to Comments 

Response to Comment A-1 

This is an introductory comment from the law firm of Neary and O’Brien noting the included report 
from the McEdwards Group about their assertion that the project alternative affecting the Dewey-
White property traverses a “jurisdictional wetland” and would need a permit from the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers.  

Response to Comment A-2 

This is an introductory comment from the McEdwards Group letter. The comments identify when the 
site was visited, an assertion that a “wetland” is located within the State Route (SR 162) right-of-way 
(ROW). Also included is a Google Earth image showing the location of where the photographs were 
taken and general outline of the “wetland area” as determined by the McEdwards Group. Based on 
the information provided, it does not appear that the McEdwards Group opinion regarding wetlands 
is based on U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) wetland delineation standards for jurisdictional 
determination.  

Response to Comment A-3 

As noted in the ISMND, a wetland delineation, based on the USACE three-parameter approach, 
was conducted in May and June, 2017 for the project Alternative 1 alignment. The Dewey-White 
parcel was not included in its entirety because permission to enter the property was not received. 
However, wetlands were identified along the SR 162 road ROW. The wetland delineation identifies 
the Palustrine Emergent Ditch on the west side of SR 162 through the Dewey-White parcel. MCOG 
sent a wetlands jurisdictional determination (JD) request letter in July, 2017 to request a JD from the 
USACE. A section 404 permit would also be obtained from the USACE for this project and would 
take place after the CEQA process. Mitigation Measure BIO-6 is included to mitigate direct and 
temporary impacts to wetlands. Reference Section 3.4 (c) for a discussion of wetlands, Mitigation 
Measure BIO-6 for wetlands mitigation, and Appendix C for the wetland delineation figures.  
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Letter B – Response to Comments 

Response to Comment B-1  

This is an introductory comment describing CDFW’s role as a Trustee and Responsible Agency, 
and that their most substantial concern with the project is the State-threatened Milo Baker’s lupine 
(Lupinus milo-bakeri).  

Response to Comment B-2 

Comment noted. This comment summarizes the project description.  

Response to Comment B-3 

MCOG will consult with CDFW to avoid or minimize take of Milo Baker’s lupine and to receive 
incidental take coverage. Language for Milo Baker’s lupine was added to Mitigation Measure BIO-1. 

Response to Comment B-4  

Mitigation Measure BIO-2 has been modified to address CDFW’s comment. See Section 2.1.  

Response to Comment B-5 

Mitigation Measure BIO-3 has been modified to address CDFW’s comment. See Section 2.1. 

Response to Comment B-6 

Precise impacts to oaks cannot be quantified at this time because the design is not final. However, 
a pre-construction survey would be conducted to quantify the number of oaks within the potential 
impact area and to categorize them by species and size class. Mitigation Measure BIO-5 has been 
modified in response to CDFW’s comments, and now includes a definition of impacts to oaks and 
establishes higher mitigation ratios. A more detailed oak mitigation description has also be included 
in the mitigation, monitoring and reporting Program (MMRP). The MMRP is separately bound.  

Response to Comment B-7 

The ISMND shall not be recirculated; however, Chapter 2 – Errata incorporates changes to the 
mitigation measures per CDFW’s comments.  

Please see Response to Comment B-3. 

Response to Comment B-8 

Please see Response to Comment B-4.   

Response to Comment B-9 

Please see Response to Comment B-5.  
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Response to Comment B-10 

Please see Response to Comment B-6.  

Response to Comment B-11 

Please see Response to Comment B-6.  

Response to Comment B-12 

Please see Response to Comment B-6.  

Response to Comment B-13 

Comment noted. 
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